Volume 36 - Number 10

"D.X. NEWS"

"ENJOYS A FIFTH WITH N.R.C."

"I still enjoy DX NEWS, and I'll be ending my fifth great year with N.R.C. Good D.X."

- Don Eggert - South Bend, Indiana.

SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Stn</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>A.L.</th>
<th>N.R.C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec 23</td>
<td>KOKE</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>Austin, Tex.</td>
<td>1000 M</td>
<td>0800-0930</td>
<td>D.W.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec 23</td>
<td>W P N O</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>Auburn, Maine</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1115 - 1145</td>
<td>A L L</td>
<td>N R C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec 23</td>
<td>W A C E</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>Chicopee, Massachusetts</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>1300 - 1400</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec 23</td>
<td>W L I P</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>Kenosha, Wisconsin</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1330 - 1400</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Jan. 9</td>
<td>W F B R</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>Baltimore, Maryland</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1300 - 1400</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 13</td>
<td>W H Z</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>Troy, New York</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1400 - 1500</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W P N O</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>Auburn, Maine</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1500 - 1600</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

w p n o - 1530 - Auburn, Maine, 04210

This brand new one-kilowatt will be on the air with a special equipment test program on the morning of Monday, December 23rd, starting around 1:15 a.m., which is about the time is is figured that WCKY will have cut its carrier. They will employ cycle tones and music as they run this test which will last for about a half hour. WPN0 ought to have clear sailing throughout the Eastern half of the continent, and reception reports will be welcomed and answered. Send them to Mr. Jeff Wade, WPN0 Radio, 80 Court Street, Auburn, Maine, 04210. They are non-directional, daytime, and have been on the air only a few months. All Clubs on this TEST, info from MG.

w a c e - 730 - Reports on this test, info from John Tweedie of NNRC, go to Mr. Richard R. Ferry Jr., Gen. Mgr., WACE, Box 2007 - Springfield, Mass.

CONGRATULATIONS, MR. & MRS. JOHN SAMPSON!

And it is for the birth on November 17th of Gregory John! The very best of health & happiness to the new arrival, the Sampson's fourth child and first son, we believe!

THE 1968 NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY AREA DX GET-TOGETHER WILL BE HELD AFTER ALL!

This time, the annual gathering will be held at the home of DAVID ROYS, at 7 Iler Drive, Middletown, N.J. 07748, phone 201-671-0296. The Date will be Saturday, December 21, 12 noon, on. For those who wish to stay, an ALL-NIGHT DX Party will be held also! Directions follow;

BY CAR: Exit 114 on Garden State Parkway. Turn left on Red Hill Road towards Middletown (if coming on Parkway from North). Proceed 1/2 mile to Dwight Road. Make a sharp right on Dwight & go 1 1/2 miles to Middletown-Lincroft Road, abbreviated on road sign to "Middl-Left Rd.". Left on Middl-Left for one mile to Iler Drive. You will note house second from corner on hill with TV antennas array. This IS THE PLACE!

BY TRAIN: Take Penn Central "North Jersey Coast" Train from Penn Station, Seventh & 32nd Street, NYC. Trains leave NYC @ 12:30pm & 2:20pm, & arrive at Middletown @ 1:43pm & 3:30pm, respectively. When you arrive at Middletown, give me a call at 671-0296 & I will pick you up promptly, as I am only one mile from the station. There will be the usual chit-chat plus Hi-Fis, Tapes, DX, & refreshments, so come one, come all! - Dave Roys.

We want to apologize for not getting advance notice of this get-together in last week's issue - I knew I had something NO for Page 1 & couldn't think what it was - it wasn't in writing, but the info came by telephone from Cave. Sorry about that, but let's blame it on my illness which could have been the Hong Kong flu. -ERC

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Stn</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>K H W L</td>
<td>Ex-KPTL</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350</td>
<td>K O L Y</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>5,000 D-1</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>1330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360</td>
<td>W K P M</td>
<td>Pr9nceton, Minnesota</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W W G O</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>K G O</td>
<td>AN-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350</td>
<td>C ???</td>
<td>AN-6</td>
<td>good mx, Maritimes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360</td>
<td>W C H L</td>
<td>AN-6</td>
<td>1370 K R E L N S P??</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>W S E W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EDITOR: ERNEST R. COOPER - 438 EAST 21 STREET - BROOKLYN, NEW YORK - 11226
PLEASE TRY TO STAY CONCISE & ON THE SUBJECT. NO TV, v/s, etc. in MUSINGS!
Ralph M. Johannes - Buffalo, New York -

Two-line v/1 WKRT-920 Cortland NY & CM; 25$-load, v/1, CM & sked for a year by WPCU-
1580 Patchogue NY for PoP. 11/15- Heaund. Dec. sked, 7:15am 55w, 8:45-3:45pm, 10h, then 5k. to 8/15 & 3:40. WIBX-950 Utica, NY v/1, CM & sked 4:55-12:05am weekly, 8M 7:30am. Mon-Sat. 5-5:30am as "Back to the Bible". For 95o, Utica, NY 15505. You'll hear that at sausage! WCM-50 Connorsville Ind. replied Not They (WEMP Pease-
goulda Miss., has not yet answered). 11/30 Special TEST via Wayne W. PoP by WEE-1520 from 1:31am on, only the TT noted u/WJAS etc. & no IDs heard. I took a 2L25-4:20am report on WEM on 1650 kc / second harmonic & 6K reception. 11/29- 7:15am s/on etc by WSM-1110 Martinsburg, Pa. RS. On 11/25, WPBM DX (Mx no lid in WBN) 4:15-4:35am, then @ 4:33Q WAMS f/o-TT 'shorts'. KLOT-1560 w/s/off test @ 2:05; KGBS-6020 ANe &
2:50-3:10 reported. 11/10 had KFAB to 7:25am, CFPN @ 7:15 & who is the PTC there, WEM CFM. Around 7:59am, s/on sounded like WMR (Petoskey, Mich.? I couldn't catch location. 11/29, I had WWJ-1300 f/o-TT on @ 2:55 to 2:43 s/off to return BS @ 7. WLEE was with WJMB-1480 & WADD gave SS & EX ID @ 2:59am. 9:30 had Colombian so he said @ 3:12 while WPAW/DEX does a Wet. Mexican US AM Band Treaty ends 12/31 & now they argue in Mexico City. "Passport" for HI gives 35 & 25 FM & one SW w/HT AN program. 2-dee-loo

Stan Worns - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachussetts - 01830

WKBA-1550 ET /w 1:10am & asking for phone calls. This good but all regulars except 1475 w/its usual group. 11/24- WJDW-940 @ 6:55 good signal till 6:00 when WPNA went from PS1 or directional to usual pattern & fair to 6:50. 9C & TT also on 940 @ 6:41, CEM? Verio & CM WΔKE. 11/25- TT-1700 @ 1:15 c/ΚΟΟ, no ID. TT-1700 8:18 again no ID & off 2:55. W3RAM-740 TT 3:11 & ID 3:15. WJMB-1380 DX fair-good u/WBNX & c/o another unID. WBZT-1140 c/WRA @ 4:45pm. 11/26- WADD-910 topping frequency @ 4:35 as I tuned by; copied to 4:42 w/plenty of QRM after 4:35, WARE #1, then WRE, WBK, WMR. 11/27- WJQB-1050 topping channel 4:30pm. WBY ex-WERG-1550 Waterbury w/WBMN & c/WAKR & 5pm s/off, 4:49-5:15pm. WAKR-1240 topping WCOU, no WFTN, no sign of WAKR yet u/WEM.

What's w/the "DXers for a Democratic Society"? I understand a group will start to protest all renewals of AN stations starting w/WEKO - beards, long hair, plus sandwich boards & steel helmets are required equipment. 11/28- WNBW noted AN, special? WHKL-1370 Vt. to 4:30pm s/off, very good, u/WBNA before, tape & letter sent. WHKL-1240 Mass, topping frequency w/WCOU #2. 11/29- TT & OC on 1300 12:05pm & on w/ no ID or MC, maybe WCOU, questioning report sent. QRM, WFTF WAVE WERE in that order. WKBA-1550 Va. again on long ES-type ET 1:40 & on. FM, WKAH-1450 NY umm but topping frequency @ 6pm. WAKR-1260 Gardiner, Me. weakly 6:10pm, too much WEM for copy, but @ 8 WARE about equal to WAGO/CBS w/no WEM & easy to pick the EE out for 45 minutes, few ads, only two while I copied. 11/60 - Taps up & Algerians & Moroccans strong on many frequencies so a report on a needed one. 12/1- WPGN-1350 Auburn Me. noted on already @ 7:30am. WCTR-1530 Md. on top easily 4:13a-4:43pm, for another try. A good meaty report this trip, QRM by c/w & WCKY, no ID gotten on c/w. SM CBZ noted on 970 6am covering everything very well.

Paul Kilcoy - 2115 Fort Davis Street S.E. - Washington, D.C. - 20030

One new verie of late, & also late; KD3S-1190 for report of April. Verio is an IRCA FP/c & filled out in pencil. Lucky a postmark is on the other side. Negotiations are under way for WPJO-1520, Me. for a TEST on 12/23 @ 2:15am. CE was very considerate & seemed enthusiastic! This might give a great many DXers a chance for Maine provided WCKY s/off @ 1. 11/12- WJMB-1550 NY 12:17am w/f/c-TT u/CBE. 11/15- WBMJ-880 0., 5:15 pm s/off about even w/WGEB. Attention, Glenn House, WTAE on 11/25 on 2, 500k @ 6:15am mixing w/WTV, apparently second harmonic, judging by fade etc. 11/26- UnID SS w/BE on 1325k, 8:05pm. Only references I see are C.R. or D.R. Would the latter be best for BE or stations first time in two years for this one, c/Cuba. Also SIDs, WKAH, R. Relajo. WAAQ-910 Ga. 5:32 am @rn. WJMJ-960 Va. 5:26am NX. WGAX-2370 NY 6am briefly @ s/on. WESL-960 5:15am w/ NX & dominant. HH2D-1395 again, 7:55pm, & 5:35am w/regalious program. Work sked leaves us prime time for 12/24-25 AM DX. Nil on TAs here, I missed 10/18 opening.
DX fairly cool this month: 10/30- WCSI-1010 Ind. u/WHTN 6:30 s/on & KXIO-790 good w/"Triple X WX" @ 6:28mn. 11/2- KIUI-1240 Kans. @ 1am s/off-3:30. 11/3- A surprise in WBCU-1460 SC in @ 8pm w/WX. MM 11/4- KDMO-1460 Mo. way o/everything @ 12:01am s/off, KBUS-1460 NM in/out @ 12:34-12:48 w/c, then a goodie, KTBI-1270 Ida., beginning s/off @ 2:11 u/KFJZ (State #45) & a report on KENQ-1460 to 2:56 s/off. SS that night brought KZLO-1570 Tex. way o/XERF @ 6pm. I also got KCAN-1580 & KCLR-1580 prior to s/off, first time I've heard both in the same day. Finally a report to KFJQ-1580 @ 6:16-6:33pm on 11/6 & also heard KLOS-160 & KLOU-1600 La. for the first time @ 7pm. 11/7- WMJZ-1390 0. ID @ 12:30am but nothing else heard so apparent FF/OC. MM 11/11- KIGA-980 NM in @ 1:59 s/off o/KFBS. Local KIEN-1010 was on ET starting @ 2, a KNSE-1280 Wash. o/WTE @ 2:14, only second Wash. 11/14- KZKL-1240 Okla. @ 6:43pm. 11/17- KFEN-1230 Ark. reported for to 1:30 s/off. MM 11/18- Local NSt fer WM was off so I got KTES-650 Tex. @ 1:30 o/WOW-HI. UnID Tls were noted on 540 550 1150 1560 & 1580 - anyone know of any of these? (1560 was WBGS-ER) Verifies: KENO-1460 v/1 (after going nearly three years without a Nov. verie I got two in a row - KLUG & KEGO!)

Other than that same day I snagged 11/17- VJPEB1 rotated Other than which could have been.

Roads, December 14, 1968

DX: MM 11/25- KCNW-1500 on RX as sked, o/WHER here. I heard one mention of NRC. WPHM also heard as sked w/fine program of band mx o/WBNX/WTTR. WAMS-1360 was heard on @ 4:30-4:35mn, Del, @2. 11/27- WBCU-870 logged for a report at the surprising time of 4:30pm. They were in well for about five minutes, then faded. 11/28- CHAB-800 @ 7:35am, long sought KTED-1260 @ 3:05pm, KGYN-1210 noted for the first time on new frequency @ 5:30pm, KUAT-1560 (ex-KP1F) @ 7:05pm, along o/KBCO/XHEL. KUAT s/off @ 7:30 announcing 256v, instead of listed 50. KUAT is non-commercial & owned by U. of Ariz. Veries: v/1- KIEN-1050 WFXJ-1220 & WJOE-1080. 73a & C U N 7.

Don Eggert - East Bowman Street - South Bend, Indiana - 46613

11/23. Home for the Holiday weekend so one of my infrequent musings might be a good idea. I do have a little DX 11/26- WTVY-1570 @ 5:30-5:45pm s/off. TCMO-1460 @ 1:07am f/o-tt. WTVX-1340 on top @ 2, WWOL-11:30 a badly wanted one @ 5pm w/KMIO looped, & I believe I may have caught WSTT s/off @ the same time, & last WWKM-810 10:30-11 s/off SSB w/WGY looped & KCMO nowhere to be heard. TOL 11/27-1360 Ala. spurted through @ 5:46pm. My longest delayed verie ever has arrived today, nice v/a/ WMX-1210 for report of 3/1/67, o/20 months, & no f/up! Other veries are v/1 LAU & KFRC. 73s to all. (Nice new Type-slider, Walt! - ERB)

Bruce Reynolds - Route 3 - Warrensburg, Missouri - 64093

DX: MM 11/25- KCNW-1500 on RX as sked, o/WHER here. I heard one mention of NRC. WPHM also heard as sked w/fine program of band mx o/WBNX/WTTR. WAMS-1360 was heard on @ 4:30-4:35mn, Del, @2. 11/27- WBCU-870 logged for a report at the surprising time of 4:30pm. They were in well for about five minutes, then faded. 11/28- CHAB-800 @ 7:35am, long sought KTED-1260 @ 3:05pm, KGYN-1210 noted for the first time on new frequency @ 5:30pm, KUAT-1560 (ex-KP1F) @ 7:05pm, along o/KBCO/XHEL. KUAT s/off @ 7:30 announcing 256v, instead of listed 50. KUAT is non-commercial & owned by U. of Ariz. Veries: v/1- KIEN-1050 WFXJ-1220 & WJOE-1080. 73a & C U N 7.

Don Eggert - East Bowman Street - South Bend, Indiana - 46613

11/23. Home for the Holiday weekend so one of my infrequent musings might be a good idea. I do have a little DX 11/26- WTVY-1570 @ 5:30-5:45pm s/off. TCMO-1460 @ 1:07am f/o-tt. WTVX-1340 on top @ 2, WWOL-11:30 a badly wanted one @ 5pm w/KMIO looped, & I believe I may have caught WSTT s/off @ the same time, & last WWKM-810 10:30-11 s/off SSB w/WGY looped & KCMO nowhere to be heard. Total logged now @ 1,118. Only veries are v/1 WMX-1210. Locally WMX-1210 now has an NN mx show 1-5am EST so you might watch for them, WSTT-960 s/off still 2:07, SSB. Other than that, not a whole lot here. I enjoy reading DX News & am sorry the merger fell through as many benefits could have been had. What happened to the front pages of DX News? 73 & good DX.

Andy F. Eggert - 15 Lakebreeze Avenue - Points Clara, Quebec

Not much DX to report. On 10/27 I sent yet another report to WFTF-1500 for SSB reception & got a verie back lickety-split. On that same day I snagged WILX-640 just prior to s/off @ 5:15. The next DX session was 12/2 & was largely a washout. There were a few Venezuelans audible w ER but they certainly didn't appear in droves like for the 1963 ER. I got one tentative newie, YVNA-660 1:09-1:36am. Also another report to KERI-1080 a few minutes earlier. Noted OKIY-1150 AN. Veries WJMC-1110 WFTF-1500 WMTN

1550. 73.
December 14, 1968

Joe Braeuter - 8-D.1. - Box 61 - Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania - 15767

Freak CK ruld here lately. Oct. I added WDOC-1270 KSWD-1590 2:30am, WCBS-1220, 6:10 am, WQV-1000 5:47pm; WQMD-1525 8:57pm (not a trace of usually S-9 or better WKBW that PM) to the log. Nov. to date, CMKH-1040; WQMD-1500 5:45pm s/off; CHYM-1450 & CHAM-1280 both near 5am s/on, & c/last weekend five new calls in 24 hours. WQMD-1520 s/on KS 8M 11/24 @ 6am w/MHEO IDing in background, Lynchburg on par w/local WJAS. WQV-1500 5:45pm; WQCL-1350 v/c-TT MM 11/25 @ 2:43-2:50 & many IDs & topping the log, long-wanted here. Lastly a little of WQFQ DM filtered through the WENX/ WIVR duo on 1380 but no luck w/KCNY DX here. Nothing from WQAM-TTEST a week earlier, nix u/WSPD here. Veri situation seems to worsen. I seldom report anymore here. PFs do not appeal & little else worth while comes back. Reports to three special last season brought one mimo postcard, one mimo verie on plain paper & one no reply yet, same being the only needed one of trio, WCAS. I did get very find v/l on letterhead from local WASP as result of Ralphie’s tip. The "5-in-1" was too much for the old SX-99 & it conked out Monday PM & is now in shop. Not too bad though, two breakdowns in nearly 18 years of intensive use. 73.

Douglas Juen - 1545 Bush Road - Grand Island, New York - 14072

Hi everyone. I have not Missed in some time so here’s my report. Three weeks ago I received the NRC Log & I think it is well worth the money & I hope all members who have not sent for it will because it’s great. DX: 9/2- WOBG-1590 @ 4:06am u/CJUN. 9/29- WLYD-940 @ 4:09am c/CGKX. 10/6- WAVE-970 @ 1:19am. 10/26- WQZ2-590 @ 5:39pm w/CHLY nullled. 10/25- WP1-590 @ 5:55am w/CHLY nullled, WMTC-1550 @ 6am, WKE-1000 @ 5:38pm. 10/27- WQMN-1500 f/c 1:20-1:28 tune-out, WQVI-1550 @ 1:30am. 10/28- WQMI-1470 on f/c 5:01-5:14 geosignal, WQME-850 @ 5:27am, WJOL-1370 @ 6:01am s/en-SSB. 11/12- CJUN was off 10:30 pm- @ 5:30 KATZ-1600 poor signal, & @ 6:44, WQMD-1500 Pa. on emergency basis to aid stranded notorists, heard 0/45 minutes. Not many veries, just v/l WDY WNOE. My WQME was really a mess, the postal service really messed it up. When I saw it I was not too pleased. As you can see I have not IDed too much but I will start to more often. Totals are 714/201, 43/42. Yes, Ralph Johans, I am alive & DXing. 73. (Who is v/l for your semi-local WMG-1300, Douglas? -ERC)

Russ Emmons - Box 64 - Syracuse, New York - 13210

Yes, this is perhaps my fourth week in a row! My rash of f/ups netted dubious results. W5T-1520 who TESTED for NRC then never verified finally did - reception of 11/22/65 (three years, yet): WQG-1450 WILK-980 CUKJ-560 v/gs; WATR-1320 W3LT-1520 v/1, also KXLF-1370. 11/27- W5FV-1110 Seneca Falls on program tests @ 1:080Cn, then rest of day, reported. FS began 11/29. 11/26- 11:40am, simultaneous IDs from WSCR & WHIO (ex-WKQO)-1320. WATR & WCL put "1968" on veries for 1966 reception, but since both reports possessed a load of definite IDs & local names, I figure either they saw the names & ignored all else, or they decided that w/what much info I must have heard them. Had the reports been tentative, I obviously could not have counted them, but the circumstances, I’ll make allowances. WMG-1500 answered my recent report by sending it back marked "received Nov. 22, 1968". I xeroxid this & re-tumed it w/a letter explaining what I wanted & that I spoke in behalf of all other DXers in wishing for a definite verification, etc. Veri tital 74 here, 106 overall, as I’m not going to count WMG quite yet. No job at WFRA or W5FV. Oh well, more on that when I know something. Perhaps someone who can get printing (offset) done cheap (I’m not about to throw more work at the HFC if someone else can do it) might arrange to reprint that little handout we used to have when IQ was in Buffalo which explained the hobby of DX in layman’s terms. It was beautiful - would be nice for Jerry to use in his struggle against the non-verifiers. If someone can, but needs the copy, I’ll type it up & send it or Xerox the original. I’ll say 73.

Dick Tracy - 3363 Eisenhower Road - Columbus, Ohio - 43224

DX keeps coming at an increased tempo but who am I to complain? MM 11/25- KBRS-740 NY @ 2:15am i/CBLC-SS, KEFE-940 Cal. c/v & ID @ 2:19 i/HVHF, KFHR-1440 Tex. TT 2:23- on, only ID @ 2:36. WQRA-1230 III @ mx & OC w/local WCOL nullled. SID @ 3:17, apparently ET. MM 12/2- KWKK-1150 PA @ c/TT 1:35-1:44, ID every minute, CHQO-1390MT. Dateline NY u/WHBF @ 2:10, KHQ-940 Ariz. c/v & NX @ 3:30 while looking for KWIK TTEST & finally @ 3:35am KQRR-940 Gc. IDed followed by TT w/ID again @ 3:40 v/KH5S for state #44 logged. Big news here is a transfer to Lexington Ky. which will severely limit my DXing until settled after 1/1, another log start, too, all the way (P. 5).
December 14, 1968

(Dick Truxx) from the bottom again! So no Muse for a while but look forward to reading DX NEWS when home on weekends. More later. 73. (Good luck, Dick! -ERC)


On 11/27 I had a phone call from Wayne Heinen, had a nice chat. He gave me a tip on a f/c from WEJE-1320. DX this week includes: 11/23 - WKST-1260 @ 7:25pm w/c/f. 11/25 - I could not hear KCON DX, only WERE in very loud. WMED-1240 in all alone @ 3:30am WPXM-1350 Special DX heard fairly well w/WWX @ 4:05-4:30. WAMS-1380 @ 4:30am w/WWX/TC, WMUI-1360 @ 4:43, WCDL-1440 @ 4:46 w/f/c-TC, WJXJ-1470 @ 5:01am r/c-TC, WGIN-900 f/c-TC @ 5:13 w/WM from CBML, WPBD-1340 @ 5:30am r/c-TC, CKAP-550 in for a real surprise @ 6:15am w/c/w. 11/28 - WAPE-690 @ 6:45am, WAMS-880 @ 6:57am w/CF. 11/28- WMJU-1350 w/NX/WW @ 11:00am. 11/29- WQJW-1300 heard w/r/c-TC. 11/29 - terrific QRM from WRSR/WFBR. 11/30- WHJZ-1320 r/c-TC @ 12:16am thanks to tip from Wayne Heinen, QRM from WJAS very bad. KEMO-1550 f/c-TC @ 1:02am w/CF until CBE s/off @ 1:12, then in the clear. WJZK-970 @ 2:07, NRC Log says s/off @ 2 am, sked change? Only four new veries this week: WPLW VEVD WHBC a very friendly v/1, CHOC f/up. I hope everyone had a Happy Thanksgiving. C U later.

Jon J. Beeman - 1511 Dignon Ave - East Meadow, New York - 11554

Greetings, y'all. A heavy load of work at college has reduced my usual once-a-week reporting to something much less but I hope to be somewhat more active in the coming weeks, w/Thanksgiving having passed & Christmas vacation imminent. DX for the past couple of fortnights (how's that for a way of saying four weeks?) had WKEF-1400 Tenn. heard once going strong @ 1:30am despite NRC Log listing 12:05 s/off. Other DX included s/off - WMST-1350 Tenn. in Oct. Another hearing of the mysterious WYJ-730 on 11/17 @ 4:15pm. Programming was c/w/DJ named "Skin" or something like that. They gave location as Montauk Point, NY, hi. %%% In biochemistry lecture the other day the professor told of one scientist who tried an experiment he knew couldn't work & it did. I'm with him. In the same vein, reception report has been sent to "R. Station WYJ, Montauk Point, NY" hi. You say it can't work? We'll see, though I kinda doubt it myself. 11/28 AM WCRB/WNRC off. WJW-350 @ 12:06am for a pleasant surprise, unthou. The previous day I heard a report that WJXJ-1430 had lost their license. As of now, they still did up 1:30, license or nope, hi. 11/29- WHAI-1560 Fla. heard @ s/off @ 5:13pm & I returned from the bowling alley w/Jeff & we were not notified of WHAI TEST (thanks, ERC). Weak TF hea rd u/TVOU but no D @ 12:15-12:35am 11/29. 11/30 - New WMRJ-1080 NC @ 5pm s/off - SB. 12/1 - WAWM-1540 Va. s/off 5pm. Only one verie, WCDQ-v/EP. That's all folks, back soon. Tirana: 13:34 LAC evening of 11/28.

Art Zergove - 64 Hillview Avenue - Fort Washington, New York - 11050

Greetings! This is my first muse; lack of DX & a typewriter prevented any earlier writing. DX: 11/11- WMST-610 Tijuana, C @ 3:15-3:30am w/religious programming in EE, QRM from whID-rr: 11/12- WBB-660, Laucas, SC @ 5:19 to s/off @ 5:30. 11/14- WMST-610 Tenn. @ 4:15-5w/rr. 11/15- CKAP-550 Nfld. @ 6:55-7pm. 11/16- CHJ-1220 @ 8:05-8:17 w/c/w. 11/22- CKAP-550 @ 8:15-8:25pm w/rr. 11/22- WCEC-940 Miss. @ 5:05-5:20pm w/religious songs. Has anyone else heard VOA in SS on 1463? Letter to Washington reports none, but DX reports otherwise. WNBC had reduced power to 5kw. days when there is construction on new tower. Dave Allaway said something about a "New Member Kit" - does such a thing exist? 73a. (Yes, it'll be coming along to you Andy, & welcome to NRC & Musings! -ERC)

Jim Sampson - 7116 Witchell Drive - Winston-Salem, North Carolina - 27106

DX has been pre-empted this past week by the arrival of Junior Sampson #4 -Gregory John, who was born 11/17. I do expect some early AM sessions, now, though. Some prior DX was 11/20- WJZT-1550 Fla: 5:15-5:17 fadeout. 11/21- WJAN-1010 Atlanta 5:29 s/off. 11/28- WJZT-1550 Ga. 5:17-5:30pm s/off & WCMG-1050 Va. @ 6:45am s/on. Miscellaneous daytime DX (all reported) include WAYS-610 Charlotte w/WSLS Roanoke under weakly; WTIA-1570 NC dominated c/WSL-1560 ANXIA NC; WLOG-1050 Lincoln Center NC mixed w/WWAP-1170 Sanford NC; surprising reception of WJXJ-1250 SC & WPLW-1250 NC w/ normally strong WDVA; WJXJ-1250 Gaffney SC heard w/; local WOKX off due to technical problems; WZTE-1470 Tazwell, Va. very weak 6/WSWG; WJXJ-1250 NC weak w/CF; WUSO-1080 NC mixed w/WWJY; WJXJ-1250 NC, WHCH-730 NC & WPLW-1120 C mixed w/WTLC-1150 SC. Veries are very slowly coming back all of a sudden, w/only about 40% return. Looks like f/up writing will be most active in a month or so. Also I noticed an ad in Brock casting by WICT in Greenville, NC stating they plan to switch to 1070 in 2/69, & looking for people, so watch for tests soon. 73.
I still have my HQ-180 & a fine good-looking loop that Don Reynolds & I made last Dec. DX w/the loop is a wonderful experience after being a "die-hard" inverted L antenna man for 0/35 years on both coasts. I was able to add about 15 verified foreign stations last season w/the loop. My greatest DX experience in the past ten years or so was the visit to Richard Wood's home while my wife & I were on vacation in Hawaii in Oct. I had the opportunity of a lifetime by DXing from the Islands. For me, I believe this area is a very fine place to DX for foreign stuff. The Island of Oahu doesn't compete to the Island of Hawaii for early evening DX due to the great number of stations pm Oahu but I'd take it anytime compared to what Don Reynolds, Don Kenney or I have had at night after. My wife & I like the Waimea area of the Island of Hawaii so much we are thinking about retuning o/there in about 12 years or less. Twirling the dials w/Dick Wood will always be unforgettable. The ease by which you can hear the various islands of the Pacific, much of Asia, Australia, NZ etc. w/load speaker v9lume is a DXer's dream come true. I know Dick Nelson would like looking forward to this sort of experience. I personally feel rather badly about not supporting the pages of NRC DX NEWS for the past 12 years, I could give a lot of excuses but excuses don't motivate people & I now believe this is the time for me to show my thanks & gratitude to the fine people who have done all the hard work for us members so we could continue our hobby without interruption throughout so many years in the past. The small issue of 11/23 indicates a REAL NEED for SUPPORT & you will have mine in the future. Will some other old-timers join me NOW?

Roger V. Winor - 718 North Fremont Road - Valparaiso, Indiana 46383

Kind of too bad there wasn't any 12/2 issue due to Thanksgiving. We are paying $10 a ear. I sure hope this won't happen again w/Christmas & every other holiday upcoming. Not quite as much DX late due to worsening SSB DX. 11/23 - First WA opening of the season. WDR-1586 w/polka mx & GG @ 1:26am. CRTF-1594 also in nicely in FF @ 1:30. Wife was interested when I mentioned it was from Europe. No others noted.

Good AM for r/c's this time, KVEN-1480 TT 2-2:15, WAKX-970 TT 1:45-2, KBSR-1340 1:30-1:45 all as sked. 11/24 - I finally got legible signal of KEHB-610 S/B weak WGT, but still had to west WAIT all the way, 5:47-6:24pm, s/o ff @ 6:30. MM 11/23- CJVU-900 @ 3:05w/NX way w/CHML. KCW-1300 DX in 3:12-3:30 in/out w/WERB/WMAK. TT noted on 1400 during KTMN r/c time, no ID possible. Two ES noted on 780 @ 3, YVCD & Dube? WFMN-1380 DX in nicely 4:09-4:21 logging time. Much better than in "54 as WTHL. 11/26 - WCOJ-1420 r/c 12-12:30. TT-1050 may have been listed WDDS, but too many other 1050s at the same time, 12:09-12:31. WCNW-970 c/tT c/WSW. 11/27 - WGSN-1110 S/B @ 6:50/6 again, logged to 7:01 when WGT/KFAF went non-DA. That FM, WAKA-1110 Holly Springs Miss. in w/great signal 5:40-6 s/o ff w/local NX sponsored by local electric company. Two reports on 1110 in same day, plus OC from WFSW per tip on oxhoe, but no ID. I hope for TEST from them soon. 11/28 - Only thing noted was WNKY-1480 f/c-TT 1:1-1:10, not MM as listed. 11/29- KYGN-1210 ex-1220 heard for first time on new frequency w/spots & a jillion commercials 5:09-6:20 when WCAU/Cuban eff frequency too much to hear any more. Veries: v/f- KWM v/l- KSKY KTPH WORL, v/q- WNII. Twenty-one veris in 29 days, not bad. Nice phone call from Dave Carlson/Walt Breville advising me of WHIE-1320 TEST on 11/30. Um by me, but I'll listen & report if heard. Veries in 12/65 very friendly mentioning always looking forward to DX reports & that they have been heard in England & South Pacific. Till the next time, best of DX to all!

Pete Taylor - 68 Commercial Wharf - WIR - Boston, Massachusetts - 02110

During the last trip I was in Brainerd & Minneapolis. Brainerd has to be a DXer's paradise - two locals, both off by midnight. The only nighttime service you could count on was WCOJ WHO. Fun to hear KFPR-680 KSTT-1170 KJUT-910 & a few others never heard from either coast. Cubans on 630-640 & Hgiti-1035 were quite readable evenings. NDSY-1130 still 50/25, as per 12/2 2am s/off. KSTP-1500 is the only MM AM & it has Ernie's friend, Dolly Holiday. WPCQ-980 practically unreadable downtown at night. KRON-630 LIKE a local after KDSB s/off lam 12/2. WCOJ-630 off RS w/TT 12-am and thereafter. Even in Minnesota, no sign of KSTT-1180 or KTN-1030. The Midwest dial was most refreshing. Meanwhile, friends, keep all those cards & letters coming in frp the NRC LOG. Maybe you need a second copy for the car or work, huh?

DRINK SOME ST. LOUIS BOOZE TO THE TUNE OF THE ST. LOUIS BLUES - NEXT LABOR DAY WEEKEND!
Charles Reh - 34 Carriage Avenue - Lexington, Ontario

Recent TX: 11/22 WWAR-1110 Pn. 3:45pm; WALK-1540 Hl 4:12pm w/WABQ nulled. 11/25 KGIN-1200 Okla. ex-1220 ending ET/mx 1:16am; KGW-1300 Okla. TEST u/local WERE 3:00 am. 11/28 WZT-1600 Cleveland Pirate 12:45am w/interview w/a phony GAA&I Hayes; WHIO-1320 NY (ex-WWIG) 4:15pm w/WILS nulled; KMCM-1190 Ark. s/off 6:01 u/WOCX; KRNY-1460 Nen. 6:10pm u/KBS. 11/29 WHQ-1300 NY r/c-TEST ID @ 12:07am followed about 30 second later by TT. 12/2 KPKU-1250 Kans. followed by WERN NY & s/off 1:25am; Ven-ezuelans all over the dial w/ER, similar to 12/2/63 which also fell on a Monday, HJKC-850 3:11am w/WJES for an change; KMRG-940 Ore. Test in surprisingly well w/YVNN nulled & w/u KOXG, ID @ 3:15 followed by TT or varying frequency; WAC-790 P.R. s/on 4:45 w/SSB & SS & EE s/on announcements. 12/5 St. seamless HEARING test on 1570 in Okla. but WABX/WABY too much @ 1:15am, & also 4:15-4:30 am unID f/c-NB (Motor Boat) such as KFI uses on MM after 3am, but I heard no ID. For those sending reports to Canada, return postage is now 5#, up from 5#. That's about it & best DX.

Jim Benner - 30 Synergy Lane - New Canaan, Connecticut - 06840


Bob Shaw - 224 Columbia Street - Elyria, Ohio - 44035

I'm not sure how to go about winning the Contest as I am now on days. Tech! And since I switched SSS have refused to yield any Aurora - I like Zipper. 11/13 KDHG-1370 r/c. WYBS-1560 ET/mx /QC quite strong 2:03. 11/14 WLDX-1370 ET/mx really hashing WSPD 1:53. 11/20 WBCH-1600 r/c-TT 1:10 & c. 11/22 WKFJ-1400 HS 1:29. KELD 1:40 r/c. Unknown r/c also heard. 11/25 WYNN-1400 1:30. An ID @ 3:05 from WAME-1260, AN or testing? Log says they aren't AN. They think they're AN-6 (BEC) KCLA-1400 ID, also unk whether HS, 3:19. WQHN DX for a new station, weak 4:05-4:15, WKNX-1320 5:15pm, WPBS-1440 5:30, WEEF-1430 5:30. WIMN-1370 5:30 s/off. 11/26 WCYT-1240 1:26 am s/off, SSB. 11/27 KC6G-1400 ET/TI 1:06. 11/26 WJFC-1480 r/c. This was a great morning on the low side; rare ones like WERO KFI CFNM were strong. WCCN-1370 5:30pm s/off. 11/30 WIFC-1360 7:35am. WCLN-1570 is announcing the change to 1140 set for 9:25am tomorrow, 12/2.
After doing a few stencils & helping Marc w/his IRCA column, I can really appreciate the fine job ERC has done for this Great Club! Those things are work! I'm typing this before the WAGM TEST & CK are good, so I have a shot at it. WAGM was on WADD-1260 & WCOJ o/WBGM-1420 @ 7pm, very strange. Here's DX: 11/3- WELH-1310 @ 11:20 pm, looking for WICK s/off. WICK is a daytime regular, but WAGM is a new one here.

11/9 - On a trip up to Boston (20 miles away) we noted WAGM-1050 Norfolk o/WGN @ 2:30 pm, but no sign of them back here. MM 11/11- New WAGM-1250 w/s/off @ 12:01, CBC hockey on 1350 12:22, pretty sure I got CKEN 11/9 on 1350, anyone know the situation w/CKEN/CKAD? ZNS-1540 noted w/that AN program everybody's getting. I'll take WPTP anytime.

11/12 AM- CHOM-1470 s/on 5:35, unun. PM, absolutely fantastic signals to S. First noted when WAGM was on top of WARR-1320 @ 4:10, then when WCH came in o/WCHO/ WICK @ 4:17. WGIJ-1300 w/r 4:22, no sign of semi-local WJDA, 65 miles away. Then unk-1220 w/r show noted by high school girl after NC WX report @ 4:30. End ad for carddealer in Whitesville but no ID. Perfect signal for 14 minutes, but then lost. This can just ruin your day! I s'pose it was WENZ, huh? WUST-1120 @ 4:39, WSCQ-1220 somehow much in w/s/off @ 4:45, WADE;1210 NC @ 4:47 w/r & some c/w, WPAX-1220 o/unk NC @ 4:48, WANN-1190 4:54, WMBL-740 w/5pm s/off, WFMG-730 s/off, two Goldsboro stations in 38 minutes, hi. WBNJ-710 5:15 SC, WKKO-860 w/jingle 5:23, WLOR-730 5:30 s/off, WAUG-1050 Augusta @ 5:30. Unn WAGM-1050 all alone 5:35, some strong c/nc on 1100 u/WKYC @ 5:37, but quick fade & gone. WREZ is off & no SAs were in, WLBO?

WBAM-740 noted w/5:45 & WPWC-940 @ 6 to close out the day. W/tem/now catches, one of the best SSSes I've ever heard. Anybody else notice this? The only catch on 11/12 I've seem is WEND-1580 daytime for snow coverage. Very rare to have "centralized Aurora", hi. I'd like to see the sumspot index for that date. Anyway by 11/13 it was gone except for early AM reception of WFRW-1460 @ 5:32 s/on. 11/23- WKBW-1550 w/ET s/off from 11:15 on U/I at least 2:10, saw another report of reception until 3:30 that AM. This one must have really gotten out. I picked it up on receiver in office where the IRCA Roundups are formulated. Also heard WDR-1586 bombing in on same rx about 2am. They were 21 o/8-9 at home. Copule RRCS also heard. 11/24- WGMF-1500 s/off 4:46. 11/26- WKEF-1500 s/off 4:45. 73a.

V1, CM WAGM-1490 Inc., Medford, Wis. 51451, Ray Bohnert, GC who v/led my 1945 report is now part owner (three men) & semi-Treas. The 11/4 test was for new FM-99-3 3kw which'll duplicate AM. The old 155' stick got replaced w/310'; the first We/ r/c @ 2:30 may be changed to different time/day in order to do both AM & FM. WAGM, The Mink Capital of the World, has studios in Medford & Abbotsford. V1 SC from WAGM-1360 Box 2167 on envelope and 3677 on letter, Wilmington 1967, a Division of Rollins, Inc. says "We run a f/c every month about the same time & day." Heard 4:30 Am TT/ID to 4:39 11/25, fourth MM. 85am MM & 24 hours then. My 1948 was Wilming ton Tri-State Bg. Co. & 1kw AM & 20kw FM. The FM is deleted. 12/4, nice visit by Ken Iyon, Akron, NY & he had some lovely v/q to show; Heinen also had some again & Racer got called back to work (Bethlehem Steel) & so we all had a nice confab. Noted CKPC-1320 (? -ERC) s/on-NA @ 5:01; MM heard 3:50 w/6c & gave @ 3:54pm, WBL testing w/10kw & 3:50 off. Is there an FF working there? KEXM-1580 seems to go off @ 2am lately & the past Stormy WX didn't do any good. 12/7- CJOE/AM topped WHK/WWK. CJWW was AN HI. Heinen's v/f CFAM-950 gives AN & MM off & some for CKEM-1250 Steinbach, NX 1am & 1:10 off, if you catch 'em. I see WNR-1430 FCC won't renew their license. Christmas tunes are in style now, so Happy New Year 159. dree & siebenzig.

Don Kersey - Hotel El Pueblo - Box 55 - Kent, Washington, California. 5591

Verifies finally rolling in making up for dearth earlier. v1- KDB-1200 KFFP-1800 KINS-850 KTHC-1350 KPUN-970 KTRK-1450 KRAM-1340 KASA-1540 WFRH-1010 KQND-1970 KBET-1300 KTRM-1360 KUAH-1590 KQTC-1440. v/q - KXNO-1370 KTRG-930 KRAM-990 & letter. v/x- KEMO-930 WNO-1550. Total now 1,685. KFKE Fairbanks has very good-looking v/q & answered in five days. KEMO sent CM which shows major lobe toward Jackson, Miss. (?? Don't you mean major FULL, Don? -ERC) Secondary coverage comes to within 30 miles of WOGI, h'um. (Sops-- strike my comments -ERC) KEMQ on my report, after first try. They did not answer on my 11/17/69 report, but on mine of 7/30/67! WOGI also sent colorful picture postcard of WFRW & WBL (FM) SAs. KIMO's interesting QM shows they cover (P10)
December 14, 1968

(Don Keskey) they cover 20% land & 80% water. ERBA bash im' Portland was just that. Usual great time, what I recall. I almost was trapped in a snowstorm on Siskiyou Summit on way back but I skated through somehow. Back late Sun. night 12/1 & missed my fifth MM in a row at the dial, but I still managed to hear KJRF once again @ 5-5:12 s/off u/KVKK. If only they'd answer my report now. Hopefully MM's will be more productive in Dec. than Nov. New WC ANs are KGF-810 AN-6 off MM & KREL-1370 Corra who was on 12/2 so maybe NSP now. Carson City has changed calls to KRLY from KFRL-1300. Mendocino is now on 1300 from 1520 (KMBF). KZEL in Eugene is still using this call announcing as the "New KZEL" so maybe they won't change calls. KDOV-1300 Medford is off the air as checked while driving through Oregon. Season's Greetings to all & to a Good Night. 73.

George B. Sherry - 104 Pineview Circle - Rosemount, Minnesota - 55068

DX continues to come through at an average rate of two new stations per day, plus several good ones. I may have to start reporting weekly to keep u/30-line limit.

11/23- UNID TTS on 690 930 1600 all about 1:15. WKBA-1550 Va. was on w/an ET/c/w. I tuned them in @ 1:20 & heard till 2:50 tune-out w/fantastic signal o/u XEKL/WKYJ.

They had two DJs & were asking for out-of-town calls. More UNID TTS: 1460 @ 1:38 tune-in till 2 tune-out; 1310 @ 2:00; 1330 @ 2:35. WJTM-1240 Mich. good w/RR 2:15; I am sending report; KFEX-1320 rr o/u WJAS @ 2:30; severql records in a row w/no commercials, I hope you verify, Utah #2; WMDN-1450 Mo. poor w/c/w, but possibly a regular as I've heard since. I won't try again. I might have given up, but I've seen WWKM/COM-1500 both @ 3; KXOC-1170 good @ 11:30am.

Some December's unk-1170 in 11/23 Musing sounds like KSTT. WSM-650 @ 12:05pm. 11/24- KJUM-610 Mont. w/WDAF @ 12:10, UNID TTS 1580-1590 @ 1:05. I took Randy Kans's advice @ heard KKHL-1550 Cal. @ 2, immediately after WCKJ s/pff. 11/25 brought new KGNU-1210 011a. o/WGCA @ 5:47 for @/three whole minutes; WLAP-630 Ky. @/KWDJ @ 11:20; WIP-610 o/u WDAF @ 11:45, seems to be a regular now after not hearing it for a year; WCBS-580 WVA. o/WKTY/CFR, a fantastic signal @ 11:53 for several minutes, I have heard since also. 11/26- KATA-1380 SD o/KLIZ @ 5; KNSY-1300 SD o/KGIO @ 4:30, 5kw. now? KTMM-1150 SD o/whats the mess @ 5:07; CFSL-1190 weak & fading but in the clear w/rr 5:10. 11/28- UNID YY-1220 o/u WQAR, I thought they said NY, but which? ID @ 12:08. XETRA-690 e/Extra mx in EE @ 1:55, I must be the last one; KESS-740 Col. @ 2, immediately after WCKJ s/pff.

2:05, I couldn't figure out why until I heard ID, amazing for 250w; WUPD-1400 @ 2:30, UNID TT-1440 @ 2:55; KMO-1360 Wash. o/everything @ 3am s/off, possibly because of Thanksgiving. A while back on 1360 I heard UNID HI, I'm counting as WAMJ. I was looking for KTVN, which I now hear is no longer on AN. Nothing like trying for a station that isn't on, hi. (The thing worse is "hearing" them, hi - KER) Probably another 30 next week - sorry to over-burden ERC w/work, but the DX goes just stop coming. I wish you all a Merry Christmas. Happy New Year, & good DX. Please write - 73.

Don Egger - 1925 East Wood Street - South Bend, Indiana - 46613

12/3- Hi y'all. Lots of DX, so here goes. 11/280 YNNW-885 R. Libertad @ 11pm. 11/29- WENK-1240 @ 1:02/ s/off-Dixie. WGO-1510 @ 4:02pm w/CPRD looped. WKVA-290 @ 5pm antenna change, WUPD-1600 @ 5:42s/off; KIRA-1010 finally @ 5:55, WBCA-1110 @ 5:57 s/off L&G, WQIC-1390 @ 5:59 s/off, CHNO-900 @ 6:15 w/CMIL looped. 12/1- WCNW-1560 @ 5:15 s/off, WCNW-1580 @ 5:45 s/off, WOA-1570 s/off @ 5:58, KQOS-1570 6:01-6:15 s/off. MM 12/2- WMCX-1430 @ 2:15 end of f/c-IT, may be r/c as someone heard them on 11/4, KTUS-1340 @ 2:35 r/c-IT, KJQ-950 2:55 mx in the clear w/KVMB ff @ 2 BST for Wash. 4 KFRE-960 3:40 s/off for a pleasant surprise, XERB-1050 finally @ 3:39, YNNW-940 3:30 AN ER as were many other YVs, SRS-755 finally @ 4:30 for Country #17; R. M1-1000 @ 5, WVOO-1320 @ 5:23 in the clear, WAK-1560 6 s/on, WNY1-1250 6:46 BS, WQVR-1550 @ 7:05 just signed on; CKRM-710 @ 7:10 in FF, CHAR-100 7:13 rr w/CKLM, KNEI-1140 @ 7:14 w/WAWK QRM, WCAL-770 finally @ 8am, WATV-900 @ 8:17 s/on, KEEL-710 @ 8:33, & later, KDUP-1500 @ 5:24pm w/WDUN-1490 s/off w/XR trouble. KFPE-1220 5:45 s/off. 12/2 was one of my best days w/18 new ones: 12/3- WGNM-970 @ 5:36, one of my most wanted & closest unheards, KEFL-860 @ 5:46-5:53 f/c-IT, CKTS-900 @ 5:56 s/on in EE, WCGO-1600 @ 6 s/on, CKGB-680 6:43 s/on in the clear, WICU-870 @ 6:56 thanks to a tip in DX NEWS, WYNQ-1600 @ 7:12am, WCUS-1320 much wanted @ 7:20, new WTRG-1330 Greensburg, Ind. @ 7:20 might be them causing het on 1330, WOKS-1570 7:46 s/on, & WTW-1570 7:47 s/on. RX is SX-28A w/2' loop. Total logged now 1,150, 47 states, 18 countries. I still enjoy DX WINS, & I'll be ending my fifth great year v/ARC. Good DX & MerryChr.
Hi, DXers, long time no Muse but really have not DXed for almost a year. Veries come back so slow now - a days. Five reports cut in past two months, no veries. First class mail from Boston sounds - takes DX NEWS five days sometimes. None this week, & 'tis Thursday. MM 12/2 - Many Venezuelans on for & I guess - I need one for a new country, country. I logged the one on 650, also log on WMG-1430 Red Baym Alia. on r/c-DF 2:25am. WABQ-1490 in clear, said AN. 12/1- KXLR-1150 ETs 1:40-2 c/v & TT. 12/2- KHKL-790 r/cfin the clear 2:45-3, TT. Quite a DX session w/friend Roger W. Winsor on 11/10. Logged KYND-1150 w/Rog's loop, also KDRY-1110 SSS. One verie, KYND-1150. V's on KRBS-1560 Sallisv. Okla. would be welcomed. Report sent 9/15. 11/30, heard WMRA-1300 Princeton, Minn/ s/ooff but not enough for report. S/off is 5:45. All for this time. NRC Log, very good. Hello to all you DXers who used to correspond with me. What gives? Just in case no Muse before holidays, we at 504 16th Street do wish you all a Very Happy Holiday. 73s.

Bruce Reynolds - Route 2 - Warrensburg, Missouri - 61032

More vacation DX to report, 11/29- WMMS-3610 loged u/KC MO @ 7:21am; wild afternoon CX found WLOU & CLIP fighting it out on 1350 around 4:35am; KCB-560 u/KMZ @ 5:05pm, & KDQ-1350 @ 5:24pm. MM 12/2 finally brought in Dekan-764 w/TS, anthem, & FF s/on @ 6am thru short on WJB, WMS-1050 @ 7:25am; WBBQ-1230 atop the pack @ 6am; & KVWC-1270 a surprise @ 8:17am. SSS, KEES-1340 w/c/v 5:56-6:15am s/ooff-SSB & KLUC-1140 u/WRC 7:01-7:40, & 7:25pm s/ooff. I fell asleep & missed the sked TEST from KVRC. Totals at 1:04,679. No new veries to report, but there should be some soon, as I sent out 20 reports between 11/25 & 12/3. Many Venezuelans on for DX MM 12/2, but I was too tired to try to ID them. Christmas is practically upon us & I hope everyone has a Happy Holiday Season. I've already written my letter to Santa, asking for aMSC-TEST verie. 73 & good DXing.

Frank Walden - 55 Lake Ridge Drive - Matavon, New Jersey - 07747

Hi, Turkey weekend DX: 11/29- WMAI-1240 Mass. s/on-SSB @ 5:30; WMMP-1230 Comm @ 5:37. WCBT-1120 DC ex-Bethesda, Md. R&B o/u KMZ to 5pm s/ooff; KWMT-940 la. clear signal w/CBT nulled, mx, NK, then s/ooff @ 6pm. 11/300 WTHB-1550 ex-WMMA s/on 5:45, still rr format but no longer AN Fri. & Sat. nights per log; WLLH-1460 Mass. atop w/ rr @ 3:53pm, what's this in the log about two WLLHs operating synchronized? (They do - ER) The one I heard was in Lowell. WBBF-950 NY strongly atop w/rr until 4:45 power/pattern change; KPDE-1000 Va. s/ooff 5:15; WCBT-590 NC atop WARM/WEER @ 5:30, very unusual as they have never been heard before; KVCO-1170 Okla. u/WVWA and barely audible, heard u/local NK @ 6:07pm, disappeared after 6:15 pattern change. Some DX veries being received: v/g- QGCB-1280 WSH-1270 WHFT-1600 WMBI-1110, plus station info, 4VEF-1035 plus skes, 1/2x. & cyber stuff, good for country #9 veried. v/1- WJK-1117 WSHY-1370 WWV-1290. v/c- WUTG-1290. v/r - WIBQ-1470 WAI-1240. v/PP WWCV-1350 & WKBX-1350, saying they've been very busy since they went to 5kw. WMBI was the 15th I1I. veried/reported w/only 18 heard. WKLE said mine was farthest report they've received & that they are now up to 1kw. WKE's datadep't is making plans to include NJ as one of their actively worked areas, hi. Yocal now 36e, w/an outside chance of 400 before '69. WJXZ-970 is silent SMs from 3-7am: 73.

Ernest R. Cooper - 430 East 21 Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11221

Well, we got everything in except for a couple of single-spaced reports received here through deadline date for this issue, 12/9. Hey - two veries in, v/PP WLCB-1520, & I hold the #1 verie from WTBY-1590 - ch boy! WLOB is my Alabama verie #99 - row if we can pry one out of WAC----- hi. I was home sick from 12/2 through 12/4, & took a day report on semi-local WMAI-500, which is strong but has a strong WAD Com in the background. I noted an S-7 OC on 1170 a couple of days, WBL getting ready, I spaced. 12/4, WMBI-1490 broke through w/an ID & start of NK, but taught else, no report yet. SM 12/8- WSEB-1240 DX in, fourth best on channel, but then they were fourth most distan't, too, so not so bad after all. WWCO/WCVY/WBAK were o/them, in "hat order. WSEB is AN-5, off SM 12-7 & MM 12:06am. MM 12/9- Nothing new, WBT-1110 off again, second second MM in a row this was true, but they were back before 4am. WLOB-1310 atop, AN. TTS on 1220 1240 1310 & 1430 around 2:15-2:45 or so. OC fighting WTC-1080, too, no IDs caught on any of these. La Voz de Bogota-890 was AN. Look for ANSes on 12/23 (WM) & of course, on Christmas AM, also PPCs on 12/25. This is traditional. CUN 7
After hours: midnight to sunrise DX

610 KOHN-Mont P/c TT 11/24, 0315-0330 w/ID every 2 min, thru nulled KFRC. (Don Kaskey, W Sacramento, Cal)

630 unID TT 11/24 0332 to 0346 tune out. On & off throughout, DF SE/NE, no IDs hrld, not there at 0400. (Kaskey, Cal)

730 KURL-Mont Pop 11/23 0503-0525 tune out w/TT, in well. (Kaskey)

* 740 KHIC-Okla S/off hrld SH 12/1 at 0200, said would return at 0600, listed NSF. (Frank Valdron, Matamor, HI)

860 WEVA-Va P/c-mx/TT LSC 0044-0056 12/2, alone on freq. (Marc Delorenzo, Hyannis, Mass)

940 KXRC-Oreg Excellent signal on DX 0315 12/2. (Dave Kulka, Greenbrae, Cal)

1010 CFFS-Ont Fantastic sig 12/4 0330-0400. Sorry & DF NE. Never hrld at this time before. (Kaskey, Cal)

*1150 KMKY-Iowa P/c-TT 0130-0145 w/annct every minute, not on List. (*)

+1190 KMDS-Ariz In & out w/CSM 0106-0201 s/off-SSB MI 12/2, is listed NSF. Best domestic catch in 5 yrs. (Delorenzo, Mass)

1230 KRIZ-Ariz Fair signal on DX w/TT 0445+ 12/2. (Kulka, Cal) 12/2 TT & ID at 0503. Just back from Portland & too pooped to send rpt, sorry guys. (Kaskey, Cal)

unID TT hrld 0330 12/2 until 0345 w/ no IDs. KAAA r/s? (Kulka)

1270 KOKY-Cal ET 11/16 w/IDs 0612 & 0616, used brass mx. (Kaskey)

+1290 WSMJ-Mich R/c powerful 0200-0206 11/27, uses DT 5/beepers. (Starr)

* 1310 WIDD-Va 0110-0120 2nd Tues is 2/c verie, hrld 11/12. (Frank Wheeler, Erie, Pa)

1350 WXCL-III R/c-TT weak "/ISLE 0252 11/25. (Delorenzo, Mass)

1360 WCHL-MN Hrd 11/28 0350 w/mx. On AK w/night SP? (Valdron, NJ)

1370 VDEA-Me S/off atop 0100 MI 11/25. (Delorenzo, Mass)

1380 KTOM-Cal ET 11/21 0420-0445 tune out, TT & mx; verie back. (Kaskey)

VANS-Del R/c TT strong thru VBMX 0430-0445 11/25. (Delorenzo)

VFMN-Mich Well hrld on DX 0106-0140 11/25 w/march mx o/u VBMX. (ID)

1400 KOVO-Ariz Faded in 0822 12/2 w/ad for pine trees (Come onlrr), ID as "OK" Radio. (Kulka, Cal)

** 1350 WCKX-Ariz Booming in AN 12/2 w/IDR, frequent ID/TGs. (Kulka, Cal)

* KPAT-Cal Had a much longered for SP 0300-0900 12/2. (Delorenzo)

unID Kept IDing in Norse 0830-0856. (Kulka)

unID RR hrld "/XXIV 0430+, KTUC off. Ideas? (Kulka)

1410 HUNT-Ala In w/WWJ now that CPUM leaves channel open, pretty weak here. (Kaskey, Cal)

"/WWJ-Oklahoma Had a rare SP until 0400 12/2 s/on w/no SSB, into RR. UnID RR note before s/on: by chance KOU? (Kulka, Cal)

Listed off MI, as is "/POP, also RR. (Gr)

CPUM-BC Has been s/off daily at 0315 to test new 50kw XR. (Kaskey)

1420 KLFB-Tex Ending f/c-TT 0218 11/27, not listed. (Starr, Ohio)

1430 WRNG-Ala P/c-TT again on 1st MI 12/2, seems to be r/c. (Starr) Rcd r/c-TT weak to fair u/CRPH 0204-0212, ID every 2 min. (Wheeler, Pa)

KGRI-Neb 0156-0205 test 11/30. (Wheeler, Pa)

WVAM-Pa ET-OC/TI 0100-0126+ 12/2. (Starr, Ohio)

1440 WNPV-Pa ET-OC/TI 0310+ 11/26. (Starr)

1450 WYXL-Ky P/c-TT 0330-0346 12/2, not listed. (Starr)

1480 WYSH-Mich ET/OC 0130+ 11/27. (Starr, Ohio)

1500 WCOY-MN Testing w/OC 0133+ 12/7. (Valdron, NJ)

1550 WYNA-MI ET/OC 0010+ 11/27. (Starr, Ohio)

CBE-Ont 0110 s/off 11/14. (Wheeler, Pa)

Remember during the SLC: Big Brother is watching you!

KOKE Test: C&W mx, TJB, Tone w/ code ID, rpts to John Furr CE. WSPD QRM
Sunrise s/ons, daytime DX

1110 WSNB-NY New s/n hrd L&G 1545 11/30 using new filter system to clear away WCYG splatter. (Starr, Ohio)

1210 KGYN-Oklahoma Hrd here 1002 11/30 w/ads; however, not noted since, even at night, though there's a strong 005 evenings. (Glenn Hauser, Lowry AFB, Colo)

230 KBAR-Idaho Pair on s/on 0740 12/2. (Kulka, Cal)

270 KREL-California Noted s/on 11/24 at 0800, also AN 12/2. (Kaskey)

310 KGHS-California S/on 0755 11/27 w/SSB. (Kulka, Cal)

KTSH-Texas Poor on s/on w/500v 0730 11/27 w/SSB. (Kulka, Cal)

KSRV-Oregon Weak u/KGMS after 0600 s/on-SSB, is on MST. (Kulka)

390 KLPH-ND Poor u/KENN on 0701 s/on 12/2 w/SSB. (Kulka, Cal)

1400 KTUG-Arizona Poor & quickly gone after 0650 s/on 12/2. (Kulka)

KQG-California Poor on s/on 0832 12/2. (Kulka)

KART-Idaho Very good 12/2 0757 w/nx, wx, ID. (Kulka)

1410 unID S/on hrd 0500 12/2 u/WING, into a relig prog, probably WUNI. (Kulka, Cal)

1590 WXZY-Connecticut Ex-IBRI, noted s/on 0545 11/30. (Waldron, NJ)

1600 WAFI-Ohio S/on 0600 11/20. (Wheeler, Pa)

Sunset s/off's, DX until midnight

510 KUSN-Idaho S/off without SSB 1800 11/29. (Waldron, NJ)

730 WAGC-Massachusetts S/off 11/11 1630. (Gene DeLorenzo, Hyannis, Mass)

VFMG-NC S/off 11/12 1700. (G DeLorenzo, Mass)

740 WBAM-Alaska S/off 11/12 17h55. (G DeLorenzo, Mass)

VHNL-NC S/off 11/12 1700. (Gene)

7GSN-Idaho S/off 11/11 1650. (Gene)

600 WSHO-Iowa S/off 1800 11/11 after local KXIC s/off. (Dick Northrup, Iowa City, Iowa)

900 KBIF-California Note 1930 12/2 just before s/off u/God PSA, ID. (Hauser, Colo) Umm...

970 WVOP-Iowa 1732 s/off 11/12. (Wheeler, Pa)

1110 WJSH-Pa S/off 1700 11/25. (Wheeler, Pa)

1119 WACX-oregon Off freq & hitting KSAL 11/28 1948. (Hauser, Colo)

1220 WSOQ-NY S/off 11/12 1615. (DeLorenzo, Gene)

WRIE-RI S/off 11/13 1630. (Gene)

unID 11/12 1630 had RR; NC nx, mentioned Whiteville. WENC? (Gene) Guess so. (rk)

1300 KIFF-California 11/26 1945-2000 s/off on new freq, 2000 s/off in Dec too. (Kaskey, Cal)

I'm cutting those off here to make sure the skeds get in. I'm pretty old anyway. Sorry, my fault; can't go 3 again.

Schedules, other information

510 Spur-Idaho TPAF-1540 puts out an S4 spur here, hrd county-wide on all rxes. They say it's always been there. (Russ Edmunds)

680 VPTF-NC Add this to Hauser's HI list. (Starr)

600 WRKJ-Connecticut Is this on yet? Twice I've thought I've hrd 'em but Mother Bell denies their existence. (Edmunds) No report yet, perhaps you hear 'HIAD?' (rk)

910 WGBI-Pa Seems WSP, hrd later than 0200 list s/off daily. (Vald-

950 KPRC-Texas S/off daily at 0205. (Waldron, NJ)

970 WWRZ-NJ Now AN6 CMJ, SP Sun 0300-0700. (Waldron, NJ)

1170 WYLE-NY Aims for 1/1/69 RS. (Edmunds, NY)

1260 WBUD-NJ S/off 0005. (Waldron, NJ)

1500 WSRF-Florida Has apparently dropped HI in favor of AM RR, hrd 0345

December 14, 1968

PLEASE SUPPORT JERRY STARR & THE NRC'S CPC: YOU CAN HELP NRC! 73, Randy
We hope everyone is having good reception this season. We have some fine reports this issue, which indicates the DX is there to be had. The SLC is in progress as this is being written; Glenn Hauser writes that he is giving it the College Try...how about you?

From the New York Times via Ernie Cooper comes word that election day in Guyana will be Dec. 16th; look for Radio Demerara-760 and the BGBS station on 560 on the AN of 12/17. Most of us still need BGBS. Due to my ever-changing work schedule, potential holiday mail delays (not necessarily a holiday phenomenon, either) and the need to allow a bit extra margin on the publishing end, this section will be cut on Mondays U.F.N. So, as I hardly ever receive reports in the Tuesday mail, there will be no real change in operations. When we go to offset (not many weeks from now) I think we can move the deadline forward again.

Some of you may have noticed weak signals from WNBC and WCBS the latter part of November. The two stations share a common tower which was knocked down by a plane on Aug. 27th, 1967, since Sept. 1967 both were using a 300-foot tower. Last month they both went back to the emergency 200-foot tower erected after the accident, and had to reduce power to 10 kW apiece while the 300-foot tower was dismantled and the permanent one erected. The permanent tower (500 feet) is now up and both stations back on 50 kW power. The long delay was partly due to the need to fabricate the tower base insulator. Those of you whose DX was both stations back on...

Jerry Starr now has a 2-mech. filter inboard installation in operation. This is in a BQ-180, I might add. Quite a feat! Congrats, Jerry. Yours Truly has added a new scope to the "junkpile," a Hycon 627-R. It has triggered sweep, extremely linear at 1 Hz and DC coupled; it ought to be good for SAH work when I get a 3WP7 tube for it.

We are listing the Venezuelan ER reports separately for your convenience; the regular items will follow as per usual.

560 Venezuela. YVLX hrd with ER and then music, and 2 solid IDs 12/2 between 0020 and 0050. Unneeded. (Noted s/off on 11/12 was at 0029 with NA.) (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

660 YVNA hrd s-9 with ER, mentions of R. Coro and R. Punto Fijo. Hrd well around 0140 despite heavy noise on the band. (Scrimgeour)

730 unID. Weak SS with what seemed like ER 12/2 around 0150, in and out. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

740 YVNC. Also hrd w/ER around 0155. Quite good signal. Unneeded, so didn't stay for an ID. (Scrimgeour, Ont.) YVNC "Radio Mara-caibo" was AN 12/2 for Election Returns. Listed in the WRTH as Radio Mundo but they don't seem to use this slogan. (Ernie Cooper)

750 unID. Weaker station with ER seemingly // to 740; heard poorly 0150-0159. (Scrimgeour) (Possibly YVKS, Gray? Ed.)

770 YVQQ. Hrd w/ER also // to 740. (Scrimgeour) YVQQ hrd; "...er Puerto la Cruz, la primera en sintonia, las 5.44" at 0443, then mx; still not on listed 760! (Hauser, Col.)

770 YVKK. "Radio Nacional" Valencia apparently the very loud one here AN 12/2 for ER. (Cooper, N.Y.)

780 YVOD. Hrd w/ER 0201-0218 12/2. Net ID at 0210 included R. San Cristóbal, R. Tropical and also R. Nuevo Granada and the R.C.N. de Colombia. ID at 0217 was "R. Tropical en la capital de la Republica." (Scrimgeour, Ont.) YVOD w/ER from Estado Táchira at 0334 also plugging coverage by the RCN net (in Colombia), "circuito gigante de los Andes." (Hauser, Col.) YVOD is now AN on MM's. (Cooper, N.Y.) (Has been for a couple months now. Ed.)
They got a feed from Hauser.

YVMT-900. Probably the Venezuelan w/ER hrd pretty well around 0200 on 12/2. (Scrimgeour)

YVOL. Radio Junin, San Cristóbal AN-ER strong and over another one also on w/ER, probably YVQP, R. Bolivar. (Cooper, N.Y.)

YVMP. Radio Lara, Parquisimeto ER and in the clear. (Cooper, NY)

YVUL. Possibly the unitID here w/ER // 660 at 0205. (Scrimgeour) above

YVUL. Radio America, Valencia was AN-ER 12/2. (Cooper, N.Y.)

YVNR. R. Punto Fijo very loud w/ER; a regular u/CRM. (Scrimgeour)

YVLR. R. Central, Maracay w/ER 0359 12/2 under an OC, in the "R. Reloj Continente" net. (Hauser, Col.)

YVNT. R. Tropical, Caracas with ER 0358 12/2. (Hauser, Col.)

YVQO. R. Barcelona hrd w/ER AN u/WTIC, not reported. (Cooper, NY)

unitID Relaying "R. Continente" 290 o/u KSL w/ER. (Cooper, N.Y.)

unitID. Venec. ER quite weakly 0105-0115, faded out often. (Scrimgeour)

YVRE. "R. Barinas" AN-ER, rather weak, logged and rep't'd. (Cooper)

YVOR. "R. Tiempo" Caracas AN-ER giving 2 slogans: R. Tiempo and "R. Aeropuerto", hrd o/u the Cuban 'Minute Man'! (Cooper, N.Y.)

YVMN. R. Coro hrd 0045-0112 w/ER, reported. They got a feed from R. Nacional de Venezuela. Hrd s-7 and the only QRM was from WCAU OC which helped cut the noise at times. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

YVMN "Radio Coro" AN-ER, listed only 1 kW, about s-4 to s-5 and CRM'd by a het from the other 'Cuban Minuto Man' on 1209a and the WCAU OC until 0210. Logged and reported; probably the best catch of the morning. (Cooper, N.Y.) (some nice catches there, fellows.)

---

Ecuador. HCFN-2 "Radio Tropico" Guayaquil (also sometimes uses "Radio Tropico" is AN and often loggable in the clear. (Cooper)

Colombia. HJKA "Radio Horizonte" Bogotá apparently the Colombian hrd dominating the channel early evenings - very few IDs given - has "Música de los Estados Unidos" Saturdays 1830-1930. (Cooper)

Alaska. KENI Anchorage at 0600 11/28 w/deejay show, rock mx. My first Alaskan for my hardest and longest-sought country. (Wood, Haw.)

USSR. Volgograd hrd for first time 2106 10/28 // to others. This channel usually has Griefswald, DDR here // to 1045. Hrd s-3. (Bugaj)

Puerto Rico. WKAQ San Juan with SS programming and one lengthy, very elaborate EE ID at 0215 11/16, strong and all alone on the freq until 0227 when it suddenly dropped out for good. Already verified. (Starr, Ohio)

Cuba. The one formerly on 590 seems to have moved here; AN (Cooper)

Mexico. XEE, Radio Variedades, Durango a surprise at 0549 12/2 with ID and Indian mx, listed only 150 w. (Hauser, Col.)


Guadeloupe. ORTF Pointe-à-Pitre hrd some evenings atop CMQ appx. 1830-1900. (Cooper, NY) (Verifies fairly easily now. Ed.)

China. CJKT Peking drifting here; Nao talk 0720 11/28. (Wood, Haw.)

Venezuela. YVLR "R. Girardot" Maracay now running AN 7 days/week probably until Christmas. Reported o/u WSM Thanksgiving morn with WNBC silent. (Cooper, N.Y.) (Was silent for tower replacement. Ed.)

** Colombia. HJNN "Radio Uno" Cali is AN and in the clear MM's 0300 until 0400 when Cuban signs on. (Cooper, N.Y.)

** Puerto Rico. WAPA San Juan now operating AN 7 days. (Cooper, N.Y.)

** USSR. Ufa, Bashkirk hrd s-7 at 2128 11/13 while the DIA sta was silent. Exercise pgm // Leningrad-800 and others. (Bugaj, Iceland)
723.1 **Saudi Arabia.** Weak carrier here 1833 12/9 possibly Djeddah on for Ramadan. No audio pulled and went out quickly. First trace of this signal in several years. (Nelson, Mass.)

**736.82 New High Power Middle East Stn. Latest info from EBU indicates this is a new 100 kW Egyptian.** This signal hrd for first time since the "Auroral CX" last month. Logged 1733 12/9 in AA. The Israel stn was within 20 Hz of assigned 737 at the time of previous reception according to Kol Yisrael. So, not they. (Nelson)

780 **Venezuela.** TVOD hrd w/WABC silent 0215 (date? Ed.) fairly good CX. (Meyer, NY)

782 **Syria/Portugal/DDR.** Tartus now on 782.00 and no het on the freq. Tartus/Miramar/Burg in a jumble here at 2100 12/3 with Burg on top most of the time. Arabic on top for a few minutes around 2116. Miramar s/off at 2200 and Tartus out by then. Tartus probably on late for Ramadan. (Nelson, Mass.)

785 No. Korea. 0750 11/24; looped, farther North than 800. (Wood, Hawaii)

800 USSR. Astrakhan here many mornings. First hrd 10/23. Usually is about s-2. Has the typical Russian sitting-up exercise show. (Mike Bugaj, Iceland.) (look this one up on a map, gang. Good catch. Ed.)

820 No. Korea. 0750 11/24; looped farther South than 785. (Wood, Hawaii)

845 USSR. Two stns listed in my pub; Kazan and Elista. I'd guess Kazan. Hrd 2205 on 10/25 with s-3 signal and only once or twice since., when Rome signs off. (Bugaj, Keflavik, Iceland)

854 Chi-Com. PJKT Kianghsi 0730 11/28 very good. Played the International then gave clear Peking CJKT ID. (Wood, Hawaii)

860 **Guatemala.** The "R. Fides" unID I previously reported (16 Nov IDXD) is now identified as Radio Ciro, TQX, hrd at s/on 0600 11/25, & pgm "Madrugador Norteño" w/ID at 0611. Listed 840 and 860. (Hauser)


880 France. ORTF Paris in well and late on opening 12/1 appx. 0200. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

900 Dom. Rep. HIOR 0530 11/25 w/Holiday greetings; ID: "Radio Santa Cruz de Mao." (Hauser, Colorado)

920 Costa Rica. TICS R. Atena 0618 12/2 w/news and frequent and exact time checks in CST. (Hauser, Col.)

935 Morocco. Agadir poor 0030 11/25 on for Ramadan. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

947 unID. Probably still-needed Radio Ifesa at 0028 11/25; strong carrier and fair audio, but faded. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

952 Syria. Deir el Zor AN for Ramadan at s-7 with chanting. 1944 on 12/2. (Bugaraj, Iceland.)

960 USSR. unID rauky hrd 2018, on 10/24 w/setting-up exercises. Was s-9 + 20db. I have nothing listed, does anyone? (Bugaj, Iceland)

985 unID. 2 very weak carriers here most evenings 1900-2300. Audio at times believed to be Peru. 2nd audio distorted and shallow and believed to be Calima. Hard to separate; watch this freq. (Nelson)
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**Colombia.** HJDB Medellin is an AM's; logged during Aurora cx 11/4. (Cooper, N.Y.) (see list in 9 Nov IDXD. Silent periods for some of these Colombians are unknown; many are on on MM's, tho. Ref.)

**Asiatic USSR.** New Soviet Far East outlet hrd 0630 11/28 with Russian talk. Not // 1150, 1313 or any other, but not a local origination, appeared to be a Moscow relay. Very good but not quite as loud as 1150-1313-1550. Possibly in Blagoveschensk/Nikolaevka Amur area. (Bordering on Manchuria.) Splatter from KTRG made exact looping difficult. Perhaps the same station as was testing on 1540 on 11/18 which was not heard on 11/28. (Wood, Hawaii)

**Brazil.** PG-2 is AN-7, hrd 11/25 at 0245 u/WHO. (Cooper, N.Y.)

**Venezuela.** YVNU "R. Caroni" hrd 2116 11/26. (Bugaj, Iceland)

**USSR.** Saransk hrd 2235 10/25 at s-7 with woman in Russian; not hrd since. (Bugaj, Iceland.)

**1088**

**USSR.** Perm hrd s-9 with exercises 2121 10/25. (Bugaj, Iceland)

**1090**

**Chi-Com.** Taiwan svice 0945 11/24 // others in this svce. (Wood, Hawaii)

**Venezuela.** R. Carupano YVQT hrd briefly 11/11 at 0400 s/on w/WTB silent, but WTB returned to air at 0410 before logging YV (Cooper)

**Chi-Com.** 0945 11/24 in CC; other times, this freq in RR (Wood, Hawaii)

**Puerto Rico.** WITA hrd s-3 11/26, "R. el Imparcial." (Bugaj, Iceland)

**U.S.** KAGO-1150 off-freq here 1948 11/26 badly hrding KSAL (Hauer)

**France.** Strasbourg apparently AN. Evidently they don't beam up this way because I've never had a decent signal from them (Bugaj)

**Spain.** Barcelona must have been the TA in SS with talk and mx on 12/1 at 0145, SAF there too. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

**1200**

**Dom. Rep.** HDTW R. Santa Maria had TC for 5:40 at 0511 11/25 (Hauer)

**France.** ORTF Bordeaux fairly good 0055 12/1. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

**Venez.** ID's "I.V. de Anaco" 2005 11/26 at s-9+10. (Bugaj, Iceland)

**Chi-Com.** Taiwan Svice, 0822 11/24 played "Internationale" (usual s/off music) but continued pgms. (Wood, Hawaii)

**Australia.** 2NC Newcastle NSW at 0730 11/28 political talk. (Wood)

**unID.** Ray Moore's carrier strong at 1930 11/24. No audio. Bearing in abs. sense mode indicates Brazil; triangulation implies a much closer source. Maybe a local spur; not hrd since 12/1. (Nelson, Mass)

**Venezuela.** YVQM at 2103 11/26, ID's "R. Puerto Roda." s-3 (Bugaj)

**unID.** Carrier w/a little audio (choral mx) 0140 12/1. Is there the new GG being hrd on the EC? (Scrimgeour) (soulds reasonable)

**Venezuela YVLF s-3 2055 11/26 "R. Puerto Cabello" ID (Bugaj, Iceland)

**England.** "BBC-Europe" pgm copied for a report on 12/1 0100-0135. Nx in EE, commentary + mx. The signal was so good I could even get selectivity to 3kc on one sideband. FF past 0130 (Scrimgeour)

**USSR.** Simferopol hrd 11/25 at 2330 in RR all alone on a clear channel. s-6 signal. (Bugaj, Iceland)

**Puerto Rico.** WUNO "R. Uno" Rio Piedras s-7 2130 11/26 (Bugaj)

**Mexico.** XEAI 0825 11/24 ad for a shop on Paseo Reforma. Nice for 1 kW. (Wood, Hawaii)

**Japan.** JOER Hiroshima ads in Japanese 0945 11/24 (Wood, Hawaii)

**Puerto Rico.** WTVV Vieques Is. at s/off 2133 11/26; religious mx. Was s-6, a SS in and out but couldn't ID him. (Bugaj, Keflavik, Ice)

**France.** ORTF Lille I rather good on 12/1 opening, heard several times during the morning. (Scrimgeour, Ontario)

**Albania.** Probably Tirana. Had just checked the high end (1554, 1586 etc.) with no luck, then got this one f/in 0014. Then soon got some audio on 1295, then the rest came in. (Scrimgeour, Ont.)

**Cambodia.** Phnompenh 0945 11/24 very good, Cambodian songs (Wood)

**Chi-Com.** 0745 11/28 thru JOKF; usual Mac talks. unID. (Wood, Hawaii)